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ABSTRACT
A number of simple performance measurements on network,
CPU and disk speed were done on a dual ARM Cortex-A15
machine running Linux inside a KVM virtual machine that
uses virtio disk and networking. Unexpected behaviour was
observed in the CPU and memory intensive benchmarks,
and in the networking benchmarks. The average overhead
of running inside KVM is between zero and 30 percent when
the host is lightly loaded (running only the system software
and the necessary qemu-system-arm virtualization code),
but the relative overhead increases when both host and VM
is busy. We conjecture that this is related to the scheduling
inside the host Linux.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Virtualization has been an important disruptive technology
in the server and enterprise space for a number of years now.
Within the embedded server and platform segment virtualization is gaining interest but still considered a poor match
for the speciﬁc requirements of a tightly coupled, high performing software system sharing multiple hardware accelerator and digital signal processing units. However we observe that things are changing and that with the advent of
cheap, powerful many-core chips the nature of what constitutes such a system is also expected to change dramatically.
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To date much of the research and engineering eﬀort around
embedded virtualization has been focused on micro-kernel
based hypervisor solutions [12, 3, 9, 5, 7, 2, 10]. Indeed
with their special attention to high-bandwidth, low latency
and isolation properties for robustness, micro-kernel based
hypervisors do indeed seem to be a good match to the speciﬁc requirements of a classic embedded system. However as
the Linux operating system takes an ever increasing share
of embedded server platforms and displaces the more classic real-time OS’s we feel it is necessary to understand how
Linux and its speciﬁc ecosystem of software can be used to
act as an embedded hypervisor supporting guest Linux instances with real-time requirements. We see this work based
on the ARM’s A15 architecture and KVM as a ﬁrst step in
understanding this area.
KVM [6] is a part of the Linux kernel that makes Linux capable of running not just regular application binaries, but also
able to run an unmodiﬁed kernel binary in a special kind of
process. The kernel inside the process is called a guest, and
the main kernel is called host. The guest is scheduled by the
host as a normal process, interleaved with other processes,
but it cannot open ﬁles or do other syscalls to the host.
Reasons to run an an application in a KVM process may be
to provide isolation of data or fault - the guest does not see
any of the host’s processes or resources unless so conﬁgured,
and it cannot crash the host system. Or the reason could
be a need to run legacy software that can not run directly
on the host. Using KVM or other kinds of virtualization
comes at a cost, and diﬀerent hardware platforms have different costs and bottlenecks depending on how suited they
are for some speciﬁc virtualization technology. A bottleneck
may for instance be if a platform does or does not require
the execution to pass through the hypervisor when moving
between user space to kernel space. Likewise, modifying the
virtual memory translation may or may not incurr overhead.
And one system may support device initiated DMA to the
virtual memory while another may require the hypervisor to
completely virtualize and emulate the devices.
Earlier papers on KVM performance has been focused on the
x86 platform [13, 1, 4]. The earlier results show that KVM
has the potential to be an eﬃcient hypervisor on x86, with
an overhead of about 5-6 percent on average. But [11] have
observed that KVM can show low performance on network
bound work loads when compared to other hypervisors.

In this paper we give the results of measurements that were
performed to ﬁnd out the execution overhead of running
inside a KVM guest, as compared to running directly in
the host, on an ARM Cortex-A15 based platform. We are
mainly concerned with networking overhead and to some
degree also disk I/O.

KVM and QEMU
KVM takes advantage of virtualization support in the processor to be able to run code written for typical kernel tasks:
direct access to the processor’s virtual memory controller
and page table, conﬁguring interrupts, DMA, and talking
to devices on system busses. KVM is a kernel infrastructure that enables connecting a KVM process with a system
emulator. The emulator most commonly used with KVM is
currently QEMU. KVM intercepts system level events that
need to be handled by the emulator, such as reading from
disk, drawing in a frame buﬀer, sending a packet on the
network, etc. The emulator (QEMU, running in the host)
is invoked, and emulates the functionality of the required
hardware, i.e. the guest’s virtual network card by using the
host’s network card. QEMU may also inject virtual interrupts in the guest when data has arrived. KVM and QEMU
together constitute a Hypervisor, the software that enforces
and implements security policy and virtual devices for a virtual machine.1
QEMU supports virtio[8], which is a virtualized mmio, or
memory mapped IO, for fast communication between the
host and the guest. It functions similarly to Xen’s paravirtualization technique with shared memory and circular message buﬀers. Several pieces of data can be transferred in a
batch, which is useful to speed up virtual I/O. A KVM speciﬁc device driver in the guest (instead of a normal device
driver for a virtual device) is needed to take advantage of
this way to signal to the hypervisor. In essence, the device
driver writes data to a memory area shared with KVM, and
signals the hypervisor when a batch of IP operations are
ready to be handled by QEMU. This reduces the amount of
copying and switching between host and guest.

Hardware support for virtualization
Hardware support for virtualization in the CPU provides
additional ways to conﬁgure the CPU to detect and trap
when a guest tries to perform system management tasks.
They can be intercepted, to make sure that the guest does
not mess up the system. This is usually done by having the
host emulating a device in software, and have the guest’s
interaction operate on that virtual device. This technique
works robustly, but introduces additional work to the CPU.
The Cortex A15 has support for speeding up some of the
tasks by allowing the guest to perform some tasks without
interrupting the guest. For instance, the A15 supports a
nested page table. The host sets up the ﬁrst page table for
the guest, similar to how it is done for a regular process.
The guest can then set up a second level page table that it
controls completely. All address translations are translated
ﬁrst via the guest’s table, and then via the host’s table, and
the ﬁnal translation is cached in the translation buﬀer, TLB.
1
Documentation on KVM: http://www.linux-kvm.org/
page/Documents

There is also support in A15 for invoking virtual interrupts
into the guests via the GIC. ARM has special feature called
Security Extensions, which may be used to build a protected
execution environment. This complicates things slightly,
and the sum of it is that FIQs are used for Secure interrupts,
and IRQs for Non-secure interrupts, and all interrupts have
to be routed to Hyp mode, and into the hypervisor. Upon
receiving an interrupt intended for a guest, the hypervisor
will trigger a virtual interrupt in a running guest, or if the
guest is suspended, store the interrupt and trigger it when
the guest is resumed. 2
The Cortex A15 is intended to be used in a multicore setting. One interesting use-case is to have a heterogeneous
multicore setting together with the Cortex A7. They both
share the same instruction set, the ARMv7, but they have
diﬀerent microarchitecture, i.e. the depth of the instruction
pipeline, the CPU’s issue width, etc., which lets the A15 run
faster but to an increased power cost. A kernel can schedule
processes on fast or low power cores depending on the particular demands. An alternative route to power eﬃciency
is to scale down the frequency at which the CPU operates.
This is supported by the Versatile Express platform, but is
not used in this experiment.

2.

EXPERIMENT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

ARM has released such a heterogeneous processor board for
their Versatile Express development system. The Versatile
Express consists of a motherboard, IO peripherals, microcontrollers control the system, debug interfaces, and two
slots to plug prototypes of processor boards into. The processor board V2P-CA15 A7 consists of two A15 at 1GHz
and three A7 CPUs at 800 MHz with a cache coherent interconnect between 1MB L2 cache for the A15 cluster and
0.5MB L2 cache for the A7 cluster, 2GB of DDR2 RAM.
Because of lacking support in KVM, the three A7 cores unfortunately had to be turned oﬀ in the boot settings, and we
were thus limited to use only the two A15 cores.
The Versatile Express network card is a SMCS LAN9118
10/100 Ethernet board. It models an asynchronous SRAM
and interfaces directly to the Static Memory Bus on the AXI
interconnect. 3
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. We used two machines with Gbit ethernet interfaces, for unrelated reasons
connected via a traﬃc shaping switch that limited the throughput to 100 Mbit. The traﬃc shaping did not noticeably affect the results of the experiments, as the network interface
card, NIC, on the Versatile Express was not able to reach
up to 100 Mbit. While it is possible to attach faster network
cards via the PCI slots, the experiments in this paper were
conducted with the default SMC 9118 card.
One machine, stbox, was a fast 24 core x86 64 machine running Linux. The other machine was the Versatile Express
machine, vebox, running Linux 3.9 for ARM. On the vebox
2
http://infocenter.arm.com/help/topic/com.arm.doc.
ihi0048b/CACJEIAI.html
3
http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=
/com.arm.doc.ddi0503e/BABHDCHD.html
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Figure 1: Experimental setup. A KVM virtual machine inside a Versatile Express machine with two Cortex
A15. Both host and guest are running Linux 3.9. The KVM box uses virtio to communicate with the disk
and network driver managed by QEMU. A fast machine, stbox, is attached to the network to send/receive
traﬃc.
we also ran a KVM machine, kvmbox. Vebox was booted
with 2 GB and then kvmbox was assigned 1 GB by vebox,
giving them eﬀectively 1 GB RAM each. Both vebox and
kvmbox ran the same Linux 3.9 binary.
To enable KVM, the ARM processor must be booted in HYP
mode. This is not supported by the onboard boot loader,
so we use a special binary that is loaded together with the
kernel. It sets up the CPUs in the right way before invoking
the kernel.
Because the SD card interface is very slow on the Versatile
Express, both the host and the guest use NFS root ﬁle systems. For that reason, the experiments were chosen to not
trigger any signiﬁcant NFS activity during their runs.

3.

EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were conducted with quite simple Linux
commands and proﬁling tools, such as hdparm, geekbench2,
and even dd. That makes that the experiments simple to
repeat. The motivation was that there is enough uncertainty in the system that more detailed measurements only
provides marginally more information, and we are mainly
interested in ﬁnding where the bottlenecks appear, in order
to later explain them in more detail, and hopefully remedy
them.
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Figure 2: Disk read speeds to device, as measured
by hdparm -Tt <dev>. The bar chart shows cached
reads. Blue is Linux on VE (host), green is Linux in
KVM (guest).

Disk read speed
There are diﬀerent ways a KVM machine can be exposed to
the outside world, and experiments were conducted to test
their relative costs. Sometimes the eﬀect of having virtual
devices result in unintuitive results as we see in experiment
1. In this experiment we measured the read speed on three
diﬀerent network devices with hdparm -Tt <dev>. The averaged results of the disk read speed tests are shown in ﬁgure
2.

Cached reads “displays the speed of reading directly from the
Linux buﬀer cache without disk access. This measurement is
essentially an indication of the throughput of the processor,
cache, and memory of the system under test.” Buﬀered reads
“displays the speed of reading through the buﬀer cache to the
disk without any prior caching of data. This measurement
is an indication of how fast the drive can sustain sequential
data reads under Linux, without any ﬁlesystem overhead.”
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First we measured the read speed on vebox, the host, as
this should be the upper limit on the performance. This
showed that the SD disks was quite slow, around 9 MB/s,
where a hard drive performance today usually is one or two
hundreds of MB/s. To compare the eﬀect of crossing in and
out of the kernel we also created a 100MB ﬁle and mounted
it as a loopback device. The result is that its content will
eventually be stored in the page cache. For that reason, the
“buﬀered reads” (which were actually cached) increased in
speed for every run from 115 MB/s up to 289 MB/s when
running on vebox, and the cache erased the diﬀerence between having the ﬁle was on the SD disk or on the NFS disk.
However they do not reach up to the 825 MB/s as the purely
cached reads reach.
Kvmbox did not have direct access to the SD disk, but was
given access to a disk image on the SD disk via the virtiommio interface. It appears in the kvmbox as /dev/vda.
When KVM is reading from /dev/vda it is invoking the
host to read from the disk image backing store. Here we
observe reads as low as 7 MB/s, compared to the 9 MB/s
for the host vebox. However, due to caching in the host’s
page cache, this increases successively up to 84 MB/s.
The other read speeds measured on kvmbox corroborate the
observation that for buﬀered reads there is large interactions
between the host’s page cache, resulting in heavily ﬂuctuating read speeds, and also putting pressure on the host’s
page cache. There is also a considerable overhead, even with
virtio-mmio, since we don’t even reach half of the buﬀered
read speed for the loopback mounted disks on vebox. For
cached reads the results look more stable. The cached reads,
which do not invoke the host as much, the guest achieves
around 93 percent of the performance of the host.

CPU and Memory
To get a measure of the system speed for workloads that
stressed the CPU and memory we ran the Geekbench2 test
suite. It consists of a number of test programs that are
divided into the categories “Integer performance”, “Floating
Point”, “Memory”, “Stream Processing”. For each test it
computes a score and computes a weighted average for each
category and for the system as a whole. The results are sent
to a central server to make it easy to compare against other
systems. The results of the Geekbench2 tests is shown in
the table below. Examples of Geekbench2 tests: Integer =
blowﬁsh, compress. Floating Point = LU-decomp., sharpen
image. Memory = stdlib allocate, stdlib write. Stream =
stream copy, stream scale.
In ﬁgure 3 we can see that KVM on ARM does for some
reason add an overhead to Integer and Floating Point heavy
computations, while Memory and Stream heavy workloads
are not as aﬀected. The result is quite unintuitive, as there
should be no reason for the kvmbox to invoke the hypervisor
during a purely computational workload. The reason for this
behaviour is not yet known.
4
From the hdparm man page. http://linux.die.net/man/
8/hdparm
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Figure 3: The scores on the CPU and memory intensive Geekbench2 test for Linux native (blue) and
in KVM (green).

Network throughput
To measure the network throughput we set up one machine
to listen for tcp packets on one machine and sent packets
from the other machine. The listener listened on a port
using netcat, while the sender sent 100 MB from /dev/zero
to that port.
Listener: nc -lk <port> >/dev/null
Sender: dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=100 | nc <listener>
<port>
The achieved transmission speed is printed out by dd when
it has ﬁnished. The reported numbers are the average over
three or more runs, and if necessary to get stable numbers,
more than 100 MB was sent. The measurements vary about
0.5 MB/s up or down.
In QEMU, a multicore guest can have more cores than the
number of physical cores, since each guest core is just a Linux
thread. Since the host Linux kernel schedules threads on
the physical cores as it pleases, there are interaction eﬀects
if both host and guest are busy at the same time. For that
reason, we compared diﬀerent assignments of the cores to
the host and guest. Process were pinned to a speciﬁc core
with taskset -c <cpu nr> <command>.
The table in ﬁgure 4 shows the results of the experiments.
The ﬁrst column shows how the processes on the vebox were
pinned to diﬀerent cores, as this was found to have a significant impact on the result.
The second column shows the speed when either the host, or
the KVM guest, is sending to itself (localhost), and the other
one is not doing anything. Here we see that the KVM guest
speed is about 67 percent of the host speed, except for the
case where both host and guest have two cores. In that case
the guest’s performance ﬂuctuates between the same value
as before, 51 MB/s and up to 83 MB/s, which is, strangely
enough, faster than the host’s native performance. We have
no good explanation for this, and only point out that in this
case the hypervisor should not be involved, since traﬃc is
only sent to localhost.
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Figure 4: Throughput in MB/s for sending to localhost, the KVM host, and over the network to stbox, while
being pinned to diﬀerent cores. Several unintuitive behaviours are observed. They are marked with *.
The third column shows a similar experiment, but this time
both host and guest are running concurrently. Ideally, they
would get half the throughput, minus the cost for switching
between busy processes. The column shows the eﬀect of pinning the host and guest to same core, to separate cores, and
the eﬀect of running both host and guest on both cores. We
note that host and guest get the same performance (around
46 MB/s) if they are running on separate cores, and pinned
to the same core the host get about half the performance
as in column one, while the guest gets 75 to 80 percent of
the host. Again we observe huge variability in the guest
throughput when the guest has two virtual cores.
The fourth column measures throughput to the host. For
the host that is the same as sending to localhost, and for
the guest this reveals the communication overhead of the
KVM virtio stack. The KVM guest throughput to the host
is only a third of the throughput to localhost (i.e. divide
9.2 with 29.5, etc.), even though they are both on the same
physical machine. This shows that the overhead of the KVM
stack is signiﬁcant, even though virtio is used.
The ﬁfth and sixth columns show the speed of packets sent
on the network to the fast remote machine denoted stbox
in the table. In column ﬁve host and guest are running one
at a time, and in column six they run concurrently. Column
ﬁve and six are also presented as a bar charts in ﬁgure 5
and in ﬁgure 6 respectively. Numbers that stand out are
marked with a *. The maximal throughput achieved by the
Versatile Express is 9 MB/s or 72 Mbit/s, which is below the
100 Mbit/s network capacity. (It was veriﬁed 100 Mbit/s is
actually reached between two faster hosts.)
When either host or guest is running on its own, the throughput of the guest matches well the throughput of the host.
The lowest throughput of 1.1 MB/s is achieved when both
host and guest are running concurrently on both cores. The
interaction from Linux’ scheduling is quite severe in this
conﬁguration. The fastest throughput for the host is when
it is pinned on core 1 while the host is pinned on core 0.
Running on core 1 results in almost twice the throughput.
The same holds when the host pinned on core 1 and the
guest is pinned to core 0.
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Figure 5: Network throughput for native host (blue)
and KVM (green) when only one of them is sending
data to stbox (ﬁfth double-column in ﬁgure 4).

What is striking when comparing ﬁgures 5 and 6 is that the
throughput of the host and the guest may ﬂuctuate wildly
depending on whether host and guest are sending concurrently. It may decrease throughput with a factor 8 (when
both host and guest are scheduled on both cores). But when
either one is sending alone the throughput is better than 85
percent of native performance.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a set of simple system level tests to measure the performance of disk read speed, CPU and memory performance, and network throughput for a KVM based
virtual machine running Linux 3.9 on a Cortex A15 based
platform. The performance was compared to a native Linux
3.9 on the same platform, and the network performance was
tested while either only host or guest was transmitting alone,
and with both transmitting concurrently. The guest’s disk
read speed was about 93 percent of the host. It was observed
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Figure 6: Network throughput for native host (blue)
and KVM (green) concurrently sending data to
stbox (sixth double-column in ﬁgure 4).

that the KVM machine, or rather the QEMU device manager, may cache disk data in the host’s, which may aﬀect
the performance of the host’s.
The CPU and memory tests showed that the memory and
stream processing bound workloads run with almost native
speed, around 97 percent of the host performance. However, a large, currently unexplained slowdown was observed
on integer and ﬂoating point heavy workloads. Here guest
performance was only 68 percent of the host performance.
This begs to be investigated further, because such workloads
should not invoke KVM much, and they are expected to also
run with near native performance.
The network throughput was measured using the ARM supplied SMC network card. This card has less than Gbit performance and thus stresses the system in not exactly the
same way that a Gbit NIC would. When either only the
host or the guest transmitted, the guest achieved between
85 to 98 of the host performance. When both host and guest
were busy at the same time, the aggregate performance was
on par with the native host, but the split was not even between the guest and the host. The split seems to depend on
how the guest is scheduled, and on which cores the programs
are running. Best performance was achieved when host and
guest were pinned to diﬀerent cores, and worst performance
for the guest was achieved when both host and guest shared
all available cores. This suggests that the scheduler in Linux
3.9 interacts ineﬃciently with KVM and QEMU under heavy
IO load.
In conclusion, KVM is a quite capable hypervisor, but it
has some unexplained irregular behaviour with respect to
performance. The software is under heavy development, and
other hypervisors are also targeting the new HVM capable
ARM CPUs, so as more hypervisors mature, we can compare
them against each other, and use the results to guide the
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